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About Slanted Publishers
When Slanted first started in 2004 as a weblog, nothing was planned
beyond that. Just one year after the blog started, the first magazine
was published. Just a few hundred copies were distributed for free.
Today, 40 issues (+ 4 special issues) later, Slanted Magazine
has become an internationally renowned and awarded publication
which is distributed internationally by Slanted Publishers.
Each issue of the magazine is dedicated to a special topic.
Thereby it gains a special quality and longevity and is collected as
a reference book by its readers.
Besides, Slanted Publishers is publisher and editor of projects
such as the Yearbook of Type, the tear-off calendars Typodarium and
Photodarium, the independent type foundry VolcanoType as well as
other design related projects and publications.
Slanted’s publishing program reflects our own diverse interests,
focusing on contemporary design and culture. We work closely with
our editors and authors to produce outstanding publications with
meaningful content and high quality. The design of Slanted is vibrant
and inspiring—the philosophy is open-minded, tolerant, and curious.

Contact
Slanted Publishers UG
(haftungsbeschränkt)
Nördliche Uferstraße 4–6
76189 Karlsruhe
Germany
Distribution Manager
Julia Klose
julia.klose@slanted.de
+49 721 85148268
General Enquiries & Press
info@slanted.de
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Stores & Distributors
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Slanted Magazine
#40—Experimental Type
Mum probably told us, “The oven is a danger zone.” Still, we had to experi
ment our first burn to know how hot fire is. Our parents covered us with
millions of kisses, long before we fell in love with somebody and experimented our first kiss. Even if we saw it before, nobody could really tell us how
beautiful it is. Everyone must experience it by him- or herself. In other words:
by making experiments we gain experience and knowledge. Experiments
open our horizon, let us enter the undiscovered, and feed our lust for more.
With Slanted Magazine #40—Experimental Type we open eight doors,
each one offering a glimpse into spaces that were explored by pushing
conventions, limitations, and thoughts to the next level. We all know though,
that the game is never over. The discovery of new areas, technologies,
and thoughts are a constant source of inspiration, research, and experimentation for those that follow.

Publisher, Editor & Design
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 288 pages, English,
softcover with flaps, Swiss brochure,
thread stitching, offset printing with
spot colors, fine linen lamination, Hot
foil stamping
ISSN 1867-6510
€ 18.– DE / € 21.– INT
Release
October 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/experimental-type
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Film Festival Cologne
Die Macht der Bilder Vol. 2

Welcome to FFCGN—DIE MACHT DER BILDER Vol. 2. Once again,
this publication brings together and curates a wide variety of content
from the world of the motion pictures. This book is a feature. The
editors talk to people they find inspiring. It’s a snapshot of their work,
at FILM FESTIVAL COLOGNE and far beyond. It’s a best of content
they’re up for. And, last but not least, a little piece of nostalgia, a hint
from the realm of analog: Go to the festival’s website! There you’ll
find everything you need to know about the power of moving pictures.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 176 pages,
German, Swiss brochure,
ISBN 978-3-948440-44-2
€ 18.–
Release
October 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/film-festivalcologne-die-macht-der-bilder-vol-2
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Yearbook of Type #6 22 / 23
Movie Edition

The Yearbook of Type is a collection of the latest published typefaces that
helps you find the typeface you are looking for—from a browse through
the book, or quick look in the index that neatly sorts typefaces by class,
designers, and foundries. Each font and font family is presented on a double
page. On the left page, the font is applied; inspired by this year’s theme
of film and drama. To the right, the typeface is described in detail; with all
its features, as well as information about the designers and foundries.
A complementary online microsite features all fonts with direct links to
respective foundries and purchasing options.
The publication is rounded off by a series of essays, interviews, and
tutorials on the subject of type design and contemporary typography
and provides clarity in a world of constant streaming, scrolling, and aimless
browsing. Find the typefaces you’re looking for—and maybe even the right
movie for the evening!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 504 pages, English,
hardcover with Peydur neuleinen,
offset printing with 10 HKS spot colors,
thread-stitching, website access to
see and test typefaces
ISBN 978-3-948440-41-1
€ 45.–
Release
September 2022
Frequency
every 1.5 years, April or September
More information
slanted.de/product/
yearbook-of-type-6-2022-23
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Finding Forte

A Typographic Search for Traces
Forte, this lively and friendly typeface that everyone knows, has been
used, misused, and overused for over six decades now, ever since it was
published by The Monotype Corporation in 1962. Well-known figures in
the typographic world like Stanley Morison and Vincent Connare have
stood in the limelight of this typeface’s sprightly lifelines. But the typeface’s
designer, Karl Reißberger, remained little known. Until now.
This book traverses the world in search of “findings” such as
Reißberger’s early posters, original designs, and advertising materials to
trace the origin story of the “typeface everyone knows.” Sixty years after
Forte’s first appearance, it has found new life as Toshi Omagari’s revised
typeface, Forte Forward. Its release accompanies this book.
Also finding its way into this book on Forte are the artistic visions
of thirty-one contemporary artists who have examined Forte’s formal
language in dialog with its historical outlines. The interpretations of these
international creatives open up new approaches to typography.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Content
17 × 24 cm, 224 pages, English /
German, Hardcover with glossy spot
varnish, thread-stitching, full color
ISBN 978-3-94880-42-8
€ 29.–
Release
September 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/finding-forte
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The Nest

The CalArts Poster Archive Print
The Nest is a book, conceived and designed by Scott Massey, about
process—the process of designing, and how it changes both what we make
and who we are. The Nest is also a book about memory—how memory
builds up in layers and influences our experiences, as well as the things we
make. The focus of The Nest is a series of posters created in celebration
of the exhibition Inside Out & Upside Down: Posters from CalArts 1970–2019.
The Nest documents Scott Massey’s use of appropriation, collage, layering
and re-working to generate 200 unique and vibrant compositions that each
tell a different story about creative discovery.
Using elements that represent the history and range of the storied
CalArts poster archive, this project is an exploration of aesthetic strategies
brought to life by blending both digital and analog processes. It is a celebration of process and a deep dive into the ever-evolving design values that
guide one along the creative process. The Nest is full of personal narratives.
Through interviews, essays, and conversations among designers, it looks to
illuminate what it truly takes to start something and to keep going no matter
the resistance, until you find your way out.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors
Ethan A. Stewart
Content
21,6 × 27,8 cm, 272 pages, English,
Hardcover, thread-stitching
with black thread, Offset printing with
fluorescents and metallic spot colors
ISBN 978-3-948440-11-4
€ 45.–
Release
September 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/the-nest
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Simulation City

The Uncanny Atmosphere of Spectacle, Spatial
Control, and Remarkable Societal
and Cultural Overlaps
Dubai, in its newness, has redefined the notion of authenticity: city and
spectacle have been intertwined. Mall culture, airports, and theme parks
may seem strange and vacuous in other cities, but in Dubai, they are the
essence of life.
Shortly before the outbreak of the global pandemic, Dirk Gebhardt and
Lars Harmsen visited Dubai. Nowhere in the world had they seen drama
and comedy so powerfully together as in Dubai’s theme parks. In the drive
to bring more tourists to the UAE, develop the real estate industry, and
retain a huge labor force of expatriate workers, Dubai itself resembles and
operates in many ways like a theme park.
In his essay Simulation City: The Theming of Dubai Jason Carlow
explores the uncanny atmosphere of spectacle, spatial control, and remarkable societal and cultural overlaps and adjacencies that have become an
integral part of life for many residents of and visitors to contemporary Dubai.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors
Jason Carlow, Dirk Gebhardt,
Lars Harmsen
Content
21 × 28 cm, 172 pages, English,
Swiss brochure, thread-stitching
with black thread
ISBN 978-3-948440-36-7
€ 28.–
Release
July 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/simulation-city
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100 Poster Battle 2 —
Sharing Cultural Identities

By Students of FH Dortmund and Münster School
of Design with Lars Harmsen and Markus Lange
This book is an experimental, bilingual poster design project, that brings
together students from different universities to design posters inspired by
daily news based upon true stories.
In a first round, black and white basic motifs were created, consisting
of typography / text, or image / illustration / photo, or background. Just like
in screen printing, the various layers were to be brought together in such a
way that they all use the previously created pool.
Symbolically, this is already the first step of sharing cultural identity:
that everyone has formulated his idea and vision in advance, but then mixes
it with the thoughts and images of others, combines—to then also see from
others how their own work moves and acquires new meanings. In terms of
content, they covered three themes: Fashion & Subculture, Food, and City.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept and Design
Claudia Mai, Eyad Abushaar,
Jacqueline Dalüge, Marie Bochen,
Nouran Ahmed, Rana Wassef
Content
17 × 24 cm, 272 pages, English,
softcover, thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-39-8
€ 30.–
Release
July 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/100-posterbattle-2
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Slanted Special Issue
Bavaria
OK ... Bavaria stands for: Men in lederhosen and women in dirndls,
beer, Brezeln and Weißwürste, Oktoberfest, FC Bayern Munich, BMW
(75,000 employees), Munich, Lake Chiemsee, Lake Starnberg and
all other lakes, Neuschwanstein Castle (template of the Disney logo),
Wagner Festival, Lothar Matthäus (“I hope we have a little bit lucky”) ...
Stop. With Bavaria, the list of clichés can be continued indefinitely.
With the help of bayern design, we tracked down designers,
artists, photographers, illustrators and craftsmen—all people who
love their region and are passionate about what they do. It was clear
to us that Bavaria is rich. Rich in creativity, diversity and intelligence.
However, our research provided us with so many finds that this issue
could easily have been many times more extensive. We have to
live with this dilemma. It’s typical Bavarian: always a little too much
of a good thing! And we think that’s really good. Servus!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept and Design
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 192 pages, English,
softcover, open stitch binding, black
thread, offset printing
ISBN 978-3-948440-40-4
€ 14.–
Release
July 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/slanted-specialissue-bavaria
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American Bauhaus

The Legacy of Black Mountain College
This book creates a space for the history of Black Mountain College,
which provided a new creative home for many World War II refugees
in Europe from 1933 to 1957 and allowed the Bauhaus to live on in the
United States. A unique place of freedom and creativity that became
home to some of the most important artists of the 20th century!
In 1992, Erik Schmitt attended the reunion of Black Mountain
College in San Francisco. The school is credited with shaping some
of the greatest artists in American history: Willem de Kooning,
John Cage, Merce Cunningham, Buckminster Fuller, Franz Kline, and
Robert Rauschenberg among them. Schmitt was invited because
his two aunts and their family friend Ruth Asawa attended BMC. He
took extensive notes that day and took photographs at the cocktail
party after the event at Ruth Asawa’s home. Those quotes and photographs are the foundation of the book American Bauhaus.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept and Design
Erik Schmitt
Content
17.78 × 25.4 cm, 112 pages, English,
softcover, open stitch binding, black
thread, silkscreen printing (cover),
offset printing with spot color
ISBN 978-3-948440-38-1
€ 29.–
Release
May 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/americanbauhaus
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Slanted Magazine
#39—Stockholm
If you just think of IKEA, Greta, Abba, Sylvia, and Björn Borg or red
wooden horses when you think of Sweden, you’re far off. In the
summer of 2021, the Slanted team traveled to Stockholm to take
a close look at the contemporary design scene.
Slanted meets internationally renowned legends, including
Stockholm graphic designer Björn Kusoffsky of Stockholm Design
Lab, David Eriksson, founder of teenage engineering, award winning
architect Andreas Martin-Löf, and graphic designer Maja Kölqvist.
In its 39th issue, Slanted gathers a selection of Stockholm’s most
brilliant minds and provides deep insights into their work and values.
Illustrations, interviews, essays, and an extensive appendix with
many useful tips and an overview with the best Swedish writings
complete the issue thematically.

Publisher, Editor & Design
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 240 pages, English,
softcover with flaps, Swiss brochure,
thread stitching, offset printing with
spot colors, fine linen lamination
ISSN 1867-6510
€ 18.– DE / € 21.– INT
Release
April 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/slantedmagazine-39-stockholm
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HOMEBOUND—New Wave
Collaborative Works Visualizing
the Influence of the Pandemic

The HOMEBOUND project was born when the pandemic began to
cause lockdowns worldwide and many designers and artists had
to cancel commissions. Cihan Tamti took the chance to act and
decided to create a publication that would present the free projects
of his Instagram community created during this period to use up
the extra time. The result was an incredibly beautiful documentation
of that time and of work that would never have been produced
under normal circumstances.
With the second wave of the pandemic, Cihan Tamti wanted
to repeat the same process, with great success: the outcome is
HOMEBOUND–New Wave, a publication that features the excellent
work of 75 designers from 50 cities and 12 countries! The new
waves of the pandemic brought a new aesthetic, a new voice and a
great progress in networking and cohesion within the community.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Cihan Tamti
Content
17 × 24 cm, 128 pages, English,
6-page softcover with colored rubberband binding, fluorescent hot foil
embossing
ISBN 978-3-948440-37-4
€ 19.–
Release
March 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/homebound-newwave
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Mono Moment

Discover Monospace Typefaces
Monospaced fonts are fascinating! They’re defined by their fixed,
equal width for all characters. Every character, letter, and number
occupies horizontally and vertically the same space. When searching for the word “monospace” on the World Wide Web, countless
entries can be found in addition to the results such as “I am looking
for a beautiful monospaced font,” “Top Ten Monospace Fonts,” or
“Best Monospace Fonts for Coding.” At a moment when it has never
been easier to design and publish typefaces, there is a great deal
of confusion.
Mono Moment is aimed at type designers typographers and
designers, but also at people who are dealing with type design for
the first time. The publication thus becomes a reference book
and source of inspiration!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Christina Wunderlich
Content
15.5 × 24.5 cm, 208 pages, English,
softcover with colored spiral binding,
digital printing
ISBN 978-3-948440-32-9
€ 22.–
Release
February 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/mono-moment
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Be Water My Friend—B.W.M.F.
Creative Methodology & Graphic Journey

Inspired by an interview with Bruce Lee, where he refers to an aspect
of Taoist philosophy, that water can teach us “the way,” the graphic
designer, creative activist, lecturer, author, and founder of the eponymous studio for branding communication Rafael Bernardo started
to wonder whether he “was water” in his creative workflow. Now,
five years later, he wrote and designed a book with 224 pages, which
is divided 50/50 into the parts Roots and Wings.
Bernardo believes that everybody experiences creativity in a
different way but that its structures and functionalities work similar
for all of us. This book wants to inspire creative performers to see
mindset and intuition as team-players and shows how to connect
and tune them to each other by reflecting on time, dreams, and
potentials.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept & Design
Rafael Bernardo
Content
16 × 24 cm, 224 pages, English,
tryptichon softcover with flaps, open
stitch binding, red thread, offset printing with water-based spot colors
ISBN 978-3-948440-33-6
€ 34.–
Release
January 2022
More information
slanted.de/product/be-watermy-friend
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Letterform Variations

Playful Study Into Letterform Construction
692 pages containing 19,840 letters, all derived from one framework.
Letterform Variations is a playful study into letterform construction
using basic grid and shape based systems, and its potential to generate vast amounts of varying alphabetical outcomes.
Letterform Variations is the product of Nigel Cottier’s methodology for developing letterforms that are based partly on visual transformations generated by algorithmic functions, such as constraints,
rules, grids, and modules, and partly on designerly judgements
about composition, balance and visual dynamics. Cottier’s modular
systems are built within expansive design spaces that facilitate
the production of an almost infinite range of outputs, but what distinguishes them is the considered choices he makes subsequently,
categorizing, and editing his results as competent and handsome
representations of alphabetic forms.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors & Design
Nigel Cottier
Content
15.5 × 20 cm, 692 pages, English,
softcover, offset printing, perfect
binding
ISBN 978-3-948440-35-0
€ 35.–
Release
November 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/letterformvariations
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Flexible Visual Systems

Reference Book for Visual Systems
Flexible Visual Systems sums up 10 years of research at the University of Barcelona, 20 years of developing systems at TwoPoints.
Net and 18 years of teaching systems at over 10 design universities
throughout Europe on 320 pages.
Flexible Visual Systems is the design manual for contemporary
visual identities. It teaches you a variety of approaches on how to design flexible systems, adjustable to any aesthetic or project in need
of an identifiable visual language.
To learn how to design flexible systems is not just learning another craft, it is going to change the way you think and work entirely.
It is an approach, how to design. If you would place system design
into a curriculum it would be the foundation course, putting you in the
right mindset. You can apply the systemic approach to any discipline
you will later specialize in, from corporate design, communication
design, user experience design to textile design.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Martin Lorenz, TwoPoints.Net
Content
21 × 25 cm, 320 pages, English,
offset printing with spot colors,
thread stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-30-5
€ 42.–
Release
September 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/flexible-visualsystems
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Slanted Magazine
#37—AI
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) has become—besides being an overhyped buzzword across industries (that the design world is no
exception to)—a reality. We debate about the impacts of A.I. and its
subsets, machine and deep learning, and consider everything from
virtual to augmented realities, and how these technologies may
change our lives, jobs, and social relationships altogether.
We live in times where decisions about what we want are no
longer under our control. While we believe to be free (at least in our
western world), algorithms dictate our lives, hopes, and dreams.
We are the parents and children, gods and slaves of the technology
we invented: although it’s a masterpiece, there is a great dependence. If “algorithms will liberate themselves entirely from us,” Peter
Weibel proposes, dystopian science fictions may help us clarify
what we desire and do not want.

Publisher & Editor
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 288 pages, English,
softcover with flaps, offset printing
with spot colors, digital printing
for unique covers, Swiss brochure,
thread-stitching
ISSN 1867–6510
€ 18.– DE / € 21.– INT
Release
May 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/slantedmagazine-37-ai
Subscription
slanted.de/publisher/subscription
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Slanted Magazine
#36—Coexist
COEXIST—to live or exist together, in peace, at the same time, or
in the same place. The first time in our lives the world is changing
fundamentally. We need to rethink what all this is about. Higher,
faster, and further at the expense of others cannot point the way to
the future. We need to question ourselves, how we want to coexist, show consideration, and take a step back. Some very personal
statements of more than 450 people from all over the world can
now be found in the form of graphics, illustrations, photographs and
texts in this extra thick edition, which makes you think and / or smile.

Publisher & Editor
Slanted Publishers
Content
16 × 24 cm, 352 pages, English,
softcover with flaps, offset printing,
Swiss brochure, thread-stitching
ISSN 1867–6510
€ 18.– DE / € 21.– INT
Release
October 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/
slanted-magazine-36-coexist
Subscription
slanted.de/publisher/subscription
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Slanted Magazine #37—AI
Spring / Summer 2021
16 × 24 cm, 288 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT
coexist

slanted special issue

slanted 36

Slanted Magazine #35—L.A.
Spring / Summer 2020
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT
slanted

athens

Slanted Magazine #30—Athens
Autumn / Winter 2017 / 18
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Magazine #27—Portugal
Spring / Summer 2016
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

rwanda

rwanda

Slanted Magazine #36—COEXIST
Autumn / Winter 2020 / 21
16 × 24 cm, 352 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Special Issue Rwanda
August 2019
16 × 24 cm, 128 p., en., € 12.–
ISBN 978−3-948440−02−2

Slanted Magazine #29—Helsinki
Spring / Summer 2017
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Magazine #32—New York
Autumn / Winter 2018 / 19
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Special Issue
Rhineland-Palatinate
July 2020, 16 × 24 cm, 128 p., en, € 12.–
ISBN 978-3-948440-08-4

Slanted Magazine #32—Dubai
Autumn / Winter 2018 / 19
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Magazine #28—Warsaw
Autumn / Winter 2016 / 17
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Slanted Magazine #25—Paris
Spring / Summer 2015
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT
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Slanted Magazine is published
twice a year (beginning of May /
end of October).

DETNALS

Family Stories
My parents gave me a short first name. Then they added
a second, hyphenated name, that I never use. From
my Godfathers, I received another two names, which are
comical in southern Germany. Hinrich is dead. Arnulf is still
alive, but I only ever saw him 3 or 4 times in my entire life.
My Grandfather, founder of Profamilia, had 12 children,
and a 13th after his death. When I visited him in a Saarbrücken Hotel after one of his doctor conferences (he must
have been about 80 years old), he sat on the bed in a black
suit that was too large for him with his polished shoes neatly
placed next to the nightstand. We greeted each other,
I explain myself, and then asked him questions. After a
while, he looked at me with smiling eyes and a puzzled face
scarred by war (he must have been a very attractive man) and
asked “Who are you?” He had simply lost track of himself.
It goes with us too, in the jumble of mega type
families. In many countries, there is a large drop in birth
rates. Only the Royal Houses (thanks to Ken Johnston¤/¤
Corbis) are considerate of preserving their family lines.
Type families, especially, are becoming more numerous and
extensive. A trend we are somewhat ambivalent about, as
current designers are equipping their products with a single
font and even cuts. What is the point? Do we need these
subtle nuances?

Clarendon

Breite halbfette Grotesk

NGISED KIFARG & EIFARGOPYT

Akzidenz Grotesk

Neue Moderne Grotesk

Futura
Helvetica

Avant Garde

Avenir

Bureau Grotesque

Lars Harmsen
for Slanted editorial staff
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Bell Gothic
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Bell Centennial

Corporate ASE

SLANTED 19 –– SUPER FAMILIES

Familiengeschichten
Meine Eltern schenkten mir einen kurzen Vornamen.
Hinzu kam ein Zweitname mit Bindestrich, den ich nie
verwende. Von meinen beiden Patenonkeln bekam
ich jeweils noch einen Namen hinzugefügt – einer davon
sorgt hier im Süden der Republik für Heiterkeit. Hinrich
ist gestorben. Arnulf lebt noch, habe ihn in meinem
ganzen Leben aber nur 3–4 Mal gesehen. Mein Großvater,
mitunter Gründer von Profamilia, hat 12 Kinder gezeugt,
ein dreizehntes ist nach seinem Tod aufgetaucht.
Auch er lebt nicht mehr. Als ich ihn nach einem seiner
Ärztekongresse in einem Saarbrücker Hotel besuchte –
er muss so um die 80 gewesen sein – saß er in einem zu
groß gewordenen schwarzen Anzug auf dem Bett,
die lackierten Schuhe ordentlich ausgezogen und neben
den Nachttisch gestellt. Wir begrüßten uns. Ich fing an,
von mir zu erzählen, fragte nach ihm. Nach einer Weile
schaute er mich mit lächelnden Augen aus seinem durch
den Krieg zernarbten Gesicht an (er muss ein sehr
attraktiver Mann gewesen sein) und fragte verdutzt:
»Wer bist denn du?« Er hat schlicht und ergreifend den
Überblick verloren.
So geht es uns auch, im Gewirr der Super-Schriftfamilien. In vielen Ländern geht die Geburtenrate massiv
zurück. Nur die Königshäuser (Dank an Ken Johnston¤/¤
Corbis) sind bedacht, für Nachwuchs zwecks Arterhalt zu
sorgen. Schriftfamilien dagegen werden immer zahlreicher
und vor allem umfangreicher. Ein Trend, dem wir etwas
ambivalent gegenüberstehen, setzen doch viele Designer
momentan eher auf Reduktion und gestalten ihre
Erzeugnisse mit einem einzigen Schriftschnitt. Was soll
das Ganze also? Braucht es diese feinen Nuancierungen?

Slanted Magazine #20—
Slab Serif
Autumn 2012, 24 × 32 cm, 164 p., ger. / en.
€ 14.– GER / € 16.– INT

FALL 2012 ——— ISSN 1867–6510
DE EUR 14 / CH CHF 25 / UK £ 16 / US $ 26 / OTHERS EUR 16

Slanted Magazine #24—Istanbul
Autumn / Winter 2014 / 2015
16 × 24 cm, 256 p., en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT
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TYPOGRAFIE & GRAFIK DESIGN
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Clearface
Gill Sans

Syntax
Frutiger

(o_O)

Stone
Proforma

Rotis
Quay Sans

Scala

Officina

Legacy

Meta

Lexicon
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Lars Harmsen
für die Slanted Redaktion
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Fakt
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WWW.SLANTED.DE –– TYPOGRAFIE & GRAFIK DESIGN
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Slanted Magazine #22—Art Type
Autumn / Winter 2013 / 14
16 × 24 cm, 288 p., ger. / en.
€ 18.– GER / € 21.– INT

Freight

Slanted Special Issue #1—Babylon
Summer 2013
16 × 24 cm, 64 p., en.
€ 9.– INT
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Slanted Magazine #19—
Super Families
Autumn 2012, 24 × 32 cm, 164 p., ger. / en.
€ 14.– GER / € 16.– INT

Slanted Magazine #18—
Signage / Orientation
Summer 2012, 24 × 32 cm, 164 p., ger. / en.
€ 14.– GER / € 16.– INT
ISSN 1867-6510

Slanted Magazine #17—
Cartoon & Comic
Spring 2012, 24 × 32 cm, 164 p., ger. / en.
€ 14.– GER / € 16.– INT

You can place a standing order
for each release by sending
an email with your wished
quantity to Julia Klose,
julia.klose@slanted.de.
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Film Festival Cologne—
Die Macht der Bilder

FFCGN—FAST FORWARD is what moves everyone, a digital magazine
for moving images and pop culture. And that’s not all: This moving
content was kept moving and transferred into a printed form! Ready
is the first print edition of FFCGN—FAST FORWARD.
Connections are important. The origin of the new idea is the
FILM FESTIVAL COLOGNE. 30 years of experience with moving images. 30 years of exchange with the community. Of course, the FILM
FESTIVAL COLOGNE is an integral part of the digital as well as the
print magazine. Here as well as there you can find information about
the program of the festival weeks, from which a lot of inspiration can
be drawn in the future. But FFCGN—FAST FORWARD has more to
offer than just the festival. For example, this magazine Film Festival
Cologne—Die Macht der Bilder as part of the content platform that
unites everything.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Design
Lars Harmsen, Melville Brand Design
Content
16 × 24 cm, 176 pages, German, softcover with flaps, offset printing, thread
stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-34-3
€ 18.–
Release
October 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/film-festivalcologne-die-macht-der-bilder
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Oktoberfest 1984–2019
Wiesn up Close and Personal

The Munich Oktoberfest, also known as the Wiesn, is considered the
largest folk festival in the world: two exhilarating weeks with beer,
chicken, rides and partying people from all over the world. But like
last year, this year’s festival has been canceled due to a pandemic.
Sad news for the worldwide fan community.
For 35 years, Munich photographer Volker Derlath has hardly
missed a Wiesn day. With his camera, right in the middle of the action, he is capturing intimate moments, touching scenes, moments
full of violence and comedy. The “folk festival of all folk festivals”
reminds him, with its incomparable coarseness of folk amusements,
of the Middle Ages, he says. The Wiesn is a kind of utopia where
visitors can live out what has long since been domesticated in their
everyday lives and swept under the rug of civilization.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Photographer
Volker Derlath
Editor
Melville Brand Design
Design
Florian Brugger, Lars Harmsen
Content
21 × 28 cm, 208 pages, English,
hardcover, LE-UV-offset printing,
thread stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-28-2
€ 38.–
Release
September 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/oktoberfest1984-2019-by-volker-derlath
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INSTANT NUDES

The Beauty of Eroticism on Instant Pictures
For years, the collection of intimate instant photos of the creators
of PHOTODARIUM Private, a tear-off calendar that brings together
the most fascinating images of international photographers from
around the world, has been growing. Now the archives are opening
up and presenting a curated selection in the high-quality photo
book INSTANT NUDES.
In the photo book INSTANT NUDES the work of eleven photographers who use instant images to capture erotic moments is
presented. Some of the photographs are revealing, some more discreet. What they all have in common is their reverence for a beautiful
body. Because of its authenticity, the medium of the instant photo
is the antithesis of digital photography. Instant photos enhance the
erotic-voyeuristic moment through their intimacy, uniqueness and
materiality, often not perfect and therefore all the more authentic,
provocative and yet differentiated.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Design
Clara Hoppe
Content
16 × 21 cm, 192 pages, English, hardcover with linen, offset printing, thread
stitching, colored papers, hot foil
embossing
ISBN 978-3-948440-23-7
€ 29.–
Release
July 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/instant-nudes
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Please Come:
Shameless / Limitless

Selected Posters & Texts 2008–2020
Please Come: Shameless / Limitless Selected Posters & Texts
2008–2020 is a 536-page brick of a book. It charts the history of
Shameless / Limitless, a Berlin promoter whose trajectory has
paralleled (is responsible for?) the establishment of the most recent
iteration of the city’s DIY music scene.
A wealth of ideas, a love of experimentation, and the spirit of
making in Berlin’s DIY music scene!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor
Kevin Halpin
Design
Norman Palm, fertig design
Content
14 × 24 cm, 536 pages, English, softcover, offset pritning, thread-stitching
978-3-948440-26-8
€ 42.–
Release
June 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/
please-come-shameless-limitless
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Büro Destruct 4

4th Monograph of the Swiss Studio
The new book Büro Destruct 4 not only presents the best of realized
projects of the past 12 years, but also intermediate steps, discards,
experiments & inspiration of the Bern-based and internationally
renowned design studio Büro Destruct. The Swiss, who see themselves and their studio as a kind of band, again present a skilfully
composed album with this new book.
In contrast to the strict and somewhat restrained Swiss Style
of the 1960s, Büro Destruct stands for design without the handbrake
on. Apparently everything is possible. It can be humorous, loud,
colorful and zeitgeisty. At the same time, minimalism, precision and
craftsmanship are present in all their work. Over the past 27 years,
they have successfully avoided being pinned down or getting too
comfortable in a defined area. At the same time, of course, it is there:
an independent handwriting, for which many words could be found,
but which even after more than two decades is best conveyed by
looking at their work ...

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors & Design
Büro Destruct
Content
24 × 28 cm, 256 pages, English, softcover, offset printing with spot color,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-27-5
€ 38.–
Release
June 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/ buro-destruct-4
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Ou(te)r Space

Course as Collective Manifesto
Ou(te)r Space: Course as Collective Manifesto contains the work
of 21 high school students that participated in the (virtual) Graphic
Design section at Otis College of Art & Design’s Summer of Art
in July of 2020. The month-long course, led by Jeremiah Chiu, was
proposed to the students as a 4-part experimental and collaborative workshop—activating the remote classroom as a space for selfreflection, critical inquiry, and expression through experimentation.
As the world we live in continues to change, so should the
approach to educating, collaborating, and communicating with students and practitioners. The book serves as a starting point—an
inspiration—for educators and students alike to engage, question,
and evolve Graphic Design Pedagogy and Curriculum towards a
more diverse, equitable, and inclusive future.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Jeremiah Chiu
Content
20.3 × 27.6 cm, 148 pages, English,
softcover, digital printing, perfect
binding
ISBN 978-3-948440-25-1
€ 24.–
Release
June 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/jeremiah-chiuouter-space
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Ar/KATE Mannheim

Connecting Architecture and Skateboarding
Ar/KATE Mannheim is a specific guidebook connecting architecture
and skateboarding. The pocket guide by architect and skater Florian
Budke contains ten different urban locations with photographs and
a map where a variety of skate spots can be found. Short additional
texts inform the interested viewer about both the architecture and
the skate spots which also convey new perspectives on existing
architecture. Thus, both skaters and those interested in architecture
can use the guide equally.
A smart pocket guide about the famous skate spots of Mannheim and the architecture behind them!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Florian Budke
Content
10.5 × 14.8 cm (pocket format),
144 pages, English, softcover with
lamination, offset printing with spot
color, thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-17-6
€ 15.–
Release
April 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/arkate-mannheim
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Teasing Typography

A Glimpse Into the Endless Possibilities
When Teasing Typography
How does typography behave under extreme conditions? What
visual phenomenons, patterns, artifacts and graphic elements can
be provoked by pushing type through extreme grids and using
extreme typographic parameters? To investigate these questions,
graphic designer Juliane Nöst systematically pushed text through
various grids in the framework of a typographic study. Starting with
the InDesign default-settings, a range of font-sizes and columns
were used to generate a broad spectrum of diverse typographic
outcomes.
In a further step, existing results were layered and collaged,
aiming to create additional sets of unexpected forms and graphics.
The outcome of this research leads to a variety of visual peculiarities,
creating absorbing patterns, interacting with the grids, sometimes
making them visible while disappearing under other parameters.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Juliane Nöst
Content
21 × 29.7 cm, 500 pages, English,
softcover with lamination, digital
printing, perfect binding
ISBN 978-3-948440-20-6
€ 38.–
Release
March 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/teasingtypography
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Woodcut Vibes

The Beauty of Woodcut Printing
Roman Klonek, born in Kattowitz / Poland, has a spot for old fashioned cartoons and modern block printing styles. In the 90s he studied Graphic Arts in Dusseldorf and discovered a passion for woodcut.
With this book the Dusseldorf-based artist gives a detailed insight
into the working process and the background of his woodcut prints.
The woodcut technique is particularly interesting, as it is
primarily known as a “very old” medium and therefore often creates
a surprise effect, especially with contemporary motifs. Feel invited
to follow the pages about a variety of whimsical characters, often half
animal / half human in preferably curious surroundings and embarrassing situations.
A bizarre balancing act between propaganda, folklore and pop!

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Artist
Roman Klonek
Design
Eva Sieben, Robert Buergel
Content
16 × 24 cm, 160 pages, English,
softcover with flaps, thread-stitching,
offset printing with spot color
ISBN 978-3-948440-19-0
€ 22.–
Release
February 2021
More information
slanted.de/product/woodcut-vibes
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fortytwomagazine #5—space
The Interview Mag for Those Who Wonder

Where does the universe begin, where does it end? Imagining these
dimensions is no easy task. However, the fortytwomagazine tries
to figure that out, because the universe does not only offer place for
speculations about extraterrestrial life or romantic dreams with the
view into the starlit sky. Even if it feels far away, it has a direct influence on our lives. As in every issue, they also illuminate ten different
disciplines and thus ten perspectives. Among other things, the
magazine deals with the problem of space debris, the role of government space agencies and the question of what it is like to live
some 400 kilometers above the earth and to master everyday life in
the International Space Station ISS in the most confined space.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors
Lena Kronenbürger, Eliana Berger,
Kurt Bille, Lara von Richthofen
Content
16 × 24 cm, 296 pages, bilingual
English & German, softcover with
flaps, offset printing with spot color,
perfect binding
ISBN 978-3-948440-18-3
€ 14.–
Release
December 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/fortytwomagazine5-space
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Armin Hofmann—
Reduction. Ethics. Didactics.
The Most Comprehensive Book
on the Life and Work of the Exceptional
Swiss Designer

Lucerne-based Armin Hofmann (* 1920) is considered one of the
most influential graphic designers in Switzerland. With his extensive
graphic and educational work, he has contributed significantly to
the international reputation of Swiss graphic design and influenced
generations of graphic designers and teachers around the world.
On the occasion of his 100th anniversary, his son Matthias Hofmann
published this probably most personal and comprehensive book
about the life’s work of his father Armin Hofmann!

Publisher, Editor & Design
Matthias Hofmann
Distribution
Slanted Publishers
Content
19 × 25 cm, 324 pages, English, German, softcover, offset printing
ISBN 978-3-033-07911-3
€ 40.–
Release
October 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/
armin-hofmann-reduction-ethicsdidactics
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TeaTrip

A Fascinating Journey
Through the Middle East
For this book tea friends from the German-speaking countries
waited long: “TEATRIP—A Journey Through the Middle-East” is
a fascinating journey by the realm of the center. It points the whole
variety out of the Chinese tea culture in breath-robbing pictures
and accompanying stories.
With this book, readers will understand the differences and
characteristics of China’s most famous tea cultivation areas. They
can learn exciting details about the cultivation, processing and
preparation of China’s six major tea varieties: Oolong, white, green,
yellow, black, and Pu-Erh tea. Moreover, the book shows how to
read the taste pictures of China’s best tea varieties correctly.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors
Christian Beck & Stefan Braun
Content
21.5 × 29 cm, 312 pages, German,
hardcover with linen, different papers,
shortened pages, offset printing with
LE-UV offset, thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-16-9
€ 59.90
Release
December 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/tea-trip
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Leafy House Plants

A Must for All Houseplant Lovers
In 1899, the German botanist Udo Dammer wrote down his knowledge of the ins and outs of different houseplants and published
the book Zimmerblattpflanzen with 46 detailed plant illustrations.
120 years later, Benjamin Wurster accidentally came across a
copy of this encyclopedia and now presents a new modern version
of this book, including every plant illustration as well as the original
German texts translated into English for the first time.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Designer
Benjamin Wurster
Content
16 × 24 cm, 224 pages, bilingual,
English & German, softcover with
flaps, offset printing with spot colors,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-15-2
€ 30.–
Release
November 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/leafy-house-plants
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Today Is Tomorrow’s
Yesterday
Sketchbook and Visual Diary

“These pages were never intended to be public so it’s kind of
a personal exercise here. I like the idea of people seeing what’s
in my brain somehow. I always have had the curiosity of seeing
other artist’s notebooks and dig in their mentality in order to understand better their work. Now it’s time to share mine.”
Rubén Sánchez is a self-taught artist, born and raised in Madrid
(1979), adopted by Barcelona and Dubai in the past years. He is
coming from the subcultures of graffiti and skateboarding with
graphic design and illustration as a background.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Artist
Rubén Sánchez
Content
15 × 24 cm, 292 pages, English,
hardcover with rubber band, rounded
corners, black dyed-through cover
material, hot foil embossing, offset
printing, thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-10-7
€ 30.–
Release
October 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/
today-is-tomorrows-yesterday
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Questions to Europe /
Fragen an Europa

Europe Simply Explained for Children
What is Europe? And what is the European Union? Questions
to Europe introduces children to Europe and the European Union
in a playful way and answers fundamental questions about its
structure and function. Even more difficult, current questions in
the European context are posed in a child-friendly way and
leave room for a dialog between parents and child when reading
(aloud). A children’s book from the age of six.

QUESTIONS
TO
EUROPE
Paula Riek
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Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept and Design
Paula Riek
Content
20 × 24 cm, 32 pages, English or
German, risography printing in bright
colors, bound with colored rubber
band
English: ISBN 978-3-948440-13-8
German: ISBN 978-3-948440-14-5
€ 19.–
Release
September 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/
questions-to-europe
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Monopoli—A Fishing Village
in Apulia

A Culinary Photo Book and Love Declaration
The photographer Stefan Braun has visited the harbor of the small
Italian town of Monopoli on the Adriatic Sea over and over again for
many years and above all documented the life of the fishermen. Now
this emotional photo book was created, which besides the plump,
Italian life also provides many good, regional recipes for recooking.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Designer
Stefan Braun
Content
19.5 × 27 cm, 192 pages, English,
Italian, stoff brochure, offset printing,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-07-7
€ 29.90–
Release
October 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/monopoli
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Shape Grammars

Systematic Catalog of Shapes
How can unique pieces be mass produced? Or: How can the
computer take over and support creative work? Based on the work
of Sol LeWitt, graphic designer Jannis Maroscheck has designed
and programmed his own production systems that can draw an
unlimited number of individual graphic forms. The result is a sys
tematic catalog—a kind of dictionary of forms—for browsing and
exploring geometric systems. A handbook for the design of typefaces, logos and pictograms, which also shows some potentials
and limitations of generative design.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor & Design
Jannis Maroscheck
Content
18.5 × 23.4 cm, 836 pages, English,
German, softcover with lamination,
digital printing
ISBN 978-3-948440-09-1
€ 42.–
Release
July 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/shape-grammars
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Şimdi heißt jetzt

15 Stories From Istanbul
In this collection of personal essays, fifteen authors tell of their
encounters, adventures, and crises in Istanbul—lively, honest,
humorous, and sometimes melancholy. The interplay of atmospheric illustrations and background information on everyday
Turkish culture creates a complex picture of this city in which so
many cultural influences, social ideas and individual dreams mix
together. Şimdi heißt jetzt (”Şimdi means now”) is intended
to make encounters possible. Encounter with new impressions
and personal perspectives.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor
Maviblau e. V., Navid Linnemann
Design & Illustration
Eva Feuchter
Content
16.5 × 22.2 cm, 192 pages, German, hardcover, offset printing,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-06-0
€ 25.–
Release
April 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/simdi-heisst-jetzt
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Karl-Heinz Drescher—
Berlin Typo Posters,
Texts, and Interviews

Comprehensive Book About
an Extraordinary Poster Designer
While researching in the university archive of Burg Giebichenstein
(Halle, Saale, DE) for his master studies, the designer Markus
Lange came across the typographic poster artwork of Karl-Heinz
Drescher, a graphic artist, who studied from 1955 to 1960 in the
former GDR at the same school. In the 100-year history of the
university Drescher’s name was rather unknown. In a 1-year research
Markus Lange got in touch with Drescher’s family, and conducted
various interviews with companions and friends to edit and design
this comprehensive book about Drescher’s work and life.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Concept and Design
Markus Lange
Content
19.5 × 26.5 cm, 272 pages, bilingual
English, German, softcover with
flaps, offset prnting with spot colors,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-948440-00-8
€ 40.–
Release
March 2020
More information
slanted.de/product/karl-heinzdrescher-berlin-typoposterstexts-and-interviews
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Will Feel Eyes on

Patterns, Signs and Shapes From Tehran
On the street, patterns and signs shape a unique space of nonverbal communication. The Western gaze recognizes them in
part by recalling familiar pictorial patterns. Kai Jünemann circumvents a personal statement through the coded, playful exploration
of visual surfaces. The details, frames, and harsh exposures of
his images, cut objects, people, and situations out of reality with
the precision of a scalpel. Jünemann’s world is reduced to patterns
and rhythms, thereby metaphorically representing the merging
and cross-influencing of cultures.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Photography
Kai Jünemann
Design
Ulrike Brückner
Content
18.5 × 26.5 cm, 128 pages, photographs, English, softcover, open
stitch-binding, offset printing
ISBN 978-3-948440-03-9
€ 27.90
Release
December 2019
More information
slanted.de/product/will-feel-eyes-on
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TOTAL ARMAGEDDON—
A Slanted Reader on Design
TOTAL ARMAGEDDON is about design. And culture. And complexity, notably how we, as a global civilization, deal with science
fiction, taste, social media, the cities we live in, aesthetics,
PowerPoint, burkas, Big Tech, full-contact sports, and other thorny
topics. A collection of both essays that are brand new, as well as
the very best essays from 15 years of Slanted Magazine, written
by the most vital and vibrant global voices in writing on design and
culture today.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editor
Ian Lynam
Content
16.8 × 24 cm, 400 pages,
English, LE-UV offset printing,
thread-stitching, cold foil lamination
ISBN 978-3-9818296-6-2
€ 30.–
Release
April 2019
More information
slanted.de/product/
total-armageddon-a-slantedreader-on-design
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Yearbook of Type III

THE Annually Typeface Compendium
Like its two predecessors, the Yearbook of Type III is a high quality,
independent selection of the numerous new international publications in the field of digital typefaces in the form of a clear, comprehensive compendium. It includes typefaces created all over
the world in recent years and for every language and features larger
typeface publishers as well as smaller, independent typographers
and foundries.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Content
16.8 × 24 cm, 440 pages, English, hardcover with half linen, offset printing with
spot colors, thread-stitching, colored
paper, website access to see and test
typefaces
ISBN 978-3-9818296-2-4
€ 39.90
Release
April 2018
Frequency
1 × p.a., April or September
More information
slanted.de/product/yearbook-of-type-iii
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Berlin Design Digest
A Design Guide from Berlin

Berlin is a creative hot spot. With its remarkable history, its
cosmopolitan attitude, and its many interdisciplinary experiments
and trends, Berlin is attracting more and more creative-industry
movers and shakers and startup founders. To celebrate the
ten-year anniversary of UNESCO naming Berlin a “City of Design,”
100 successful projects have been assembled by 75 Berlin
agencies, design labs, public initiatives, networks, and universities.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Editors
Robert Eysoldt
& Raban Ruddigkeit
Content
16 × 24 cm, 304 pages, English,
cover with flaps, offset printing,
thread-stitching
ISBN 978-3-9818296-0-0
€ 30.–
Release
April 2017
More information
slanted.de/product/berlin-designdigest-100-successful-projectsproducts-and-processes
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MONSTERBOX

Color Samples and Cheerful Monster Cards
MONSTERBOX is a collection of outstanding monster-Illustrations
from all over the world. Each illustration is printed on thick cardboard
with three different spot colors. All in all 150 cards are presented
in a high quality box. On the front side of each card an illustration,
name and url of the illustrator as well as information about the spotcolor-combination is displayed. The backside of the card is blank,
so that it can be used for notes or messages.

Publisher
Slanted Publishers
Content
Box with 150 cards, fully printed with
HKS spot colors, perforation, 7.5 × 12
cm, offset printing
€ 9.90
Release
May 2014
More information
slanted.de/product/monsterbox
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Thanks for
Your Interest!
Contact
Slanted Publishers UG
(haftungsbeschränkt)
Nördliche Uferstraße 4–6
76189 Karlsruhe
Germany
Distribution Manager
Julia Klose
julia.klose@slanted.de
+49 721 85148268
General Enquiries & Press
info@slanted.de

Responsible Tax Office:
Karlsruhe City
Sales tax Identification
DE295329244
Administration
Lars Harmsen, Julia Kahl
Responsible court of law
Local district court Mannheim
Commercial Register
HRB 719864
All rights reserved.

Publisher
Concept and Design
Content
Release
More information
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